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Foreword 
 

We make no excuses for an extended report from the Committee this time, 

believing it is our duty to keep you informed of all the developments that 

are taking place to re-shape and promote the Society in an attempt to widen 

its appeal.  There has been a gradual decline in membership due in some 

degree to the upper quartile age profile.  Some lucky Members are 

fortunate to remember both Gerald and Joy personally and it is these people 

who have sustained the Society over many years.  We need to focus as well 

on younger people and share with them our love of Finzi’s lyrical music. 

We hope that they will want to join with us and ultimately take the Society 

into the next generation. 

 

The way we promote ourselves must keep pace with modern trends and 

these increasingly involve social media and the way younger people (and 

some older!) interact with them.  A programme of development and 

remodelling is underway.  Our ideas are expressed in Section 1, and we 

will keep you up-to-date as we make progress. 

 

The catalyst for the inspired forward thinking is our Chairman Martin 

Bussey who is proving tireless in his concern for our future.  Martin is 

indeed inspirational as he not only devotes considerable effort to the 

Society but juggles this with a demanding career and somehow finds time 

to compose substantial gifted classical works.  We highlight his latest 

composition Mary’s Hand in Section 4 where you will see how favourably 

his work has been received.  We owe a debt of gratitude to Martin and are 

fortunate to have him Chair our Society.      

  

We look forward to another visit to Chosen Hill following its success in 

2017.  This is reported in Section 3, and 1 June 2019 is the date for your 

diary.  A Programme and application form will follow. 

 

A successful return to Ashmansworth featured this summer, fortuitously 

falling on Gerald Finzi’s birthday, 14 July: he would have been 117!  A full 

report of the day is being kept, tantalizingly, for our spring issue. 

 

We look forward to your support in all our endeavours. 

 

Eric Hazelwood 
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1. News from the Committee and Announcements 
 

1.1 AGM 

 

We returned to our ‘Spiritual Home’ in July as Martin, our Chairman, 

expressed it in his report to the AGM, which took place at Ashmansworth 

this year.  We had a successful day in so many ways, particularly the 

excellent company, and our AGM was well received and productive.  Some 

key highlights are emphasised below. 

 

As explained in our last Newsletter, disbursement of our reserves to worthy 

causes as befits our charitable status has led to successful support of the 

New Paths Music programme in Beverley.  A report of the event is given in 

Section 2.  We were pleased also to be able to continue to provide some 

support to the Ludlow Song Weekend which included hosting a reception, 

enabling members and friends to re-connect with former acquaintances and 

make new ones.  We also gave substantial financial support to the Saturday 

evening concert, ‘I went out to the Hazel Wood’ a sequence of words and 

music celebrating Ireland’s rich cultural heritage.  We give measured 

consideration to how the money is allocated; ensuring that Finzi and his 

music receives full and adequate promotion in the process.  Equally, we 

give due consideration to our own circumstances to ensure a suitable level 

of reserves for maintaining the Society and its future activities. 

 

We wish to reassure you that the Finzi Friends are taking full consideration 

of the need to respect the GDPR regulations and we now have a privacy 

policy which will shortly be uploaded to the website.  This ensures that we 

keep only relevant data about members, do not share it in unauthorised 

ways and keep data on our members securely preserved, and delete it when 

redundant. 

 

As stated in the introduction, we are thinking of ways to attract a younger 

membership.  We need to be aware of modern trends and intend to target 

the appropriate media used by many young music-lovers.  The internet 

plays a significant part in our forward thinking.  For instance, we have over 

400 followers on Twitter expressing interest in Finzi.  The Committee is 

considering a two-tier membership allowing young people to declare 

membership electronically and gain access to some current material, 

including the Newsletters, with full membership, including access to the 

Journal, being restricted to paid-up members.  It is hoped that one of the 
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outcomes of this approach may be an increased audience for our events 

leading to further interest, including improved online resources. 

  

These ideas will continue to be developed at committee meetings and will 

not be implemented until the Committee are satisfied that this is the way 

forward.  See also sub-section 1.2 below. 

 

Our Treasurer, Adrian Williams, presented the financial statements at the 

AGM which showed a healthy reserve that has enabled us to offer support 

to other organisations in pursuit of the Friends’ objectives as stated above 

and in line with our charitable status. 

 

Charity also begins at home and we are aware of the need to develop 

projects that can benefit our members: all of our members.  Do you have 

any ideas?  We should like to hear them.   

 

Existing committee members were re-elected in a block vote, together with 

our new member, Claire McCaldin, who is introduced below.  Martin gave 

thanks to the committee for their service over the last twelve months. 

 

In AOB Diana McVeagh suggested that it would be worth promoting Finzi 

Friends membership abroad, as far as New Zealand and America and this 

will be on the agenda for our next committee meeting. 

 

A full account of the AGM proceedings via a copy of the minutes of the 

meeting can be obtained by emailing Eric or sending him an s.a.e. – 

address on the back of this Newsletter. 

 

1.1.1 Financial Review and Plans for the Future 

 

Adrian Williams, our Treasurer, delivered the financial report at the AGM 

as follows: 

“This is a strong set of Accounts.  In contrast with last year, the Friends 

have made a surplus, of £861.86, and our reserves have increased to 

£27,254.22.  I’d like to spend a moment looking at the reasons for this 

strength: 

1. Firstly, you will see that I have been able to break out and show, 

separately from subscriptions, the amount that members have 

contributed by way of Donations: £692.  That’s about 14% of our 
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subscription income.  It is made up of a few large sums, and lots of 

smaller sums, as members might say, as they renew their 

subscription, “I’ll round it up, or I’ll add a fiver, or whatever...” 

2. Secondly, you will see the sum of £1,734.40 listed as being the 

amount the Friends were able to reclaim from HMRC by way of 

Gift Aid.  That amount covers two years, so it will be less than that 

for this current financial year.  But it does show how beneficial it 

can be to the Friends when members who are taxpayers agree to 

sign the necessary form.  In that connection, my thanks go to 

everyone who signed the new version of the Form that I sent out 

last October; I now have a set of Declarations which I would be 

happy to present for inspection by the taxperson if asked to do so. 

3. Thirdly, the amount of Grants and Disbursements – which was 

high in the previous year, when we were helping Ludlow Song Ltd 

to set up – is a lot lower, at £2,902.  That is not actually a good 

thing, and I must explain why, and explain what the Friends are 

doing about it. 

Two years ago, when I first presented the Accounts to the AGM as 

Treasurer, a member (Lawrence Whittaker) enquired whether the Friends 

had a policy on Reserves.  The answer at that time was, “No, not really.”  

Thinking later about his question, I took it to mean, “You’d better have a 

policy on Reserves, or you’ll find yourself in difficulties” – and indeed, my 

reading of Charity Commission literature confirmed that to be the case.  

We had a lot of money, and we weren’t using it and we should be using it, 

in pursuit of the Friends’ Objectives, as stated in the opening section of our 

Constitution. 

Since then, the Committee has set up a Working Party to examine how we 

should best employ our reserves.  The answer we have come up with has 

three parts to it: 

1. Large grants: these are amounts of the order of £3,000 or £5,000 

that the Friends plan to make to projects such as the New Paths 

Music Festival that Martin mentioned in his Chairman’s Report.  

You can see the first tranche of £2,500 of that amount, within the 

figure of £2,902. (The second half was paid in this current financial 

year.) 
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2. Small grants: these are small amounts, typically £200 to £800, 

designed to stimulate groups or individuals to think up projects that 

give prominence to Gerald Finzi’s life and music.  To that end, the 

Friends put an announcement in HighNotes magazine in January 

and also in May, to the effect that we invited applications for 

financial assistance in pursuit of the Friends’ objectives.  So far, 

we have received 13 responses, and have made four grants, as 

follows: 

 to the English Baroque Choir and to the Ealing Choral Society, 

£250 each to support concerts on or around Armistice Day 2018 

that include performances of Requiem da Camera 

 to the Community and Youth Music Library in the London 

Borough of Haringey, £500 to enable them to strengthen their 

holding of Finzi’s music 

 and to an imaginative project that is seeking an Arts Council grant, 

£1,000 contingent on the getting of that grant – so I can say no 

more about that at this stage. 

3. Charity begins at home: we are on the look-out for projects that 

can benefit our members: all of our members, not just those who 

are able to attend the Friends’ events.  Do you have any ideas?  We 

should like to hear them.  So far, we have agreed with those two 

choirs that I mentioned earlier that anyone turning up with a copy 

of the Friends’ October Newsletter will get free entry.  It’s a start.  

More ideas, please.  Ideas that can benefit all our members, from 

London to New Zealand, from now until the illimitable future.” 

1.1.2 An opportunity for members of Finzi Friends 

 

For members who would like to take up the opportunity of attending one of 

the concerts referred to in Adrian’s report, the details are as follows: 

You may obtain one place free of charge on presentation of this Newsletter.  

If you intend to be present at the Ealing Choral Society performance on 17 

November, please contact Cynthia Haliburn, Treasurer of Ealing Choral 

Society, at   c.haliburn@gmail.com   by 12 November at the latest, to 

apprise the Society of your intention so that a place may be kept for you. 

 

mailto:c.haliburn@gmail.com
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“Lest We Forget” – 

a Commemoration of the First World War Armistice 

 

Armistice Centenary Commemoration Concert 

An evening of Music, Poetry and Prose 

 

 

 

the English Baroque Choir, conductor Jeremy Jackman 

at St James Church, Sussex Gardens, London W2 3UD 

on Saturday 10 November 2018 at 7.30pm 

More information about the performance may be found at 

www.ebc.org.uk 

 

 

the Ealing Choral Society, conductor Jonathan Williams 

at St Barnabas Church, Pitshanger Lanes, Ealing W5 1QG 

on Saturday 17 November 2018 at 7.30pm 

More information about the performance may be found at 

www.ealingchoralsociety.org.uk 

 

1.2 September Committee Meeting 

 

It is with regret that we have to report that Jim and Jennie tendered their 

resignation at the meeting.  It was recognised that this was understandable 

following their many years of service to the Committee and we celebrate 

their achievements and commitment in a tribute below. 

 

However, this gave us the opportunity, in recognition of their immense 

contributions to the Society over the years, to invite both Jim and Jennie to 

become Vice-Presidents of Finzi Friends.  We are delighted that they have 

accepted. 

 

With foresight as usual Martin, in anticipation, had invited Clare McCaldin 

to join us prior to the AGM and we are pleased to report that she has 

accepted.  This was an inspired choice by our Chairman as Clare brings 

considerable experience of running her own organisation, in addition to her 

successful career as a singer, and all this is involved in media development 

and outreach. 
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Clare is a mezzo-soprano noted for opera and song recital, and for 

producing striking lyric stage work with her own company, McCaldin Arts.  

She has performed at both Ludlow and at Friends’ concerts for which we 

have been thrilled and grateful. 

 

She began her professional life in advertising 

and arts administration before becoming a 

professional singer.  Clare is particularly 

committed to the promotion and performance of 

contemporary vocal music and through her 

company, McCaldin Arts, continues to 

commission and develop new work. 

 

We welcome Clare and look forward to the 

experience and insights we know she will bring 

to the Society.  We are indeed lucky to have 

Clare on the Committee and look forward to a productive future.  We urge 

you to visit her website www.claremaccaldin.com 

 

To support the proposals for a two-tier membership, originally aired at the 

AGM, Martin tabled a ‘Strategy Document’ to reinforce in detail the 

principles of this proposal.  The basis remains as mooted at the AGM, with 

those joining on-line having limited benefits but nevertheless plenty of 

opportunity to get involved and participate in Society aims.  One of the 

outcomes was a unanimous agreement at the meeting that it was time to 

reinvent the Finzi Friends website.  To our advantage, Clare has recent 

experience in this field and is also in touch with other designers and Martin 

has agreed to work with Clare to explore cost effective solutions for a more 

imaginative and interactive website.  We hope to have this operational in 

2019.  This will be essential in re-positioning the Society within the social 

media for our modern times and necessary if we are to attract younger 

members. 

1.3 Notices 

 

1.3.1 Talks on Finzi 

 

During the year the Chairman gave a talk on Finzi to the Southern branch 

of the Elgar Society, in Winchester.  This was well received and provided 

some income to Finzi Friends.  Martin says “I’m always willing to give 

such talks, with the fee going to Finzi Friends, so please spread the word!” 

http://mccaldinarts.com/
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An appeal for your 

financial support 

1.3.2  A Bequest to Finzi Friends? 
 

It may seem a slight impertinence to suggest that members consider 

including a bequest to Finzi Friends when they draw up their Will.  Yet 

many organisations similar to the Friends do not flinch from making such a 

suggestion, and your Committee felt that it was reasonable to mention the 

possibility, since little should be lost by doing so, and great benefit to the 

Friends and their objectives might ensue.  Such bequests would prove 

enormously helpful in keeping our reserves strong and thus enabling the 

Friends to continue to support deserving projects such as those described in 

earlier sections of this Newsletter. 

Of course, the writing of a Will is a great undertaking, and one that is 

embarked on only rarely in a lifetime.  The writing of a codicil to a Will, by 

contrast, is relatively straightforward; googling the word 'codicil' will 

provide the enquirer with most if not all of the information needed to make 

a simple addition to an existing Will.  The point is worth making, your 

Committee thought, because a spontaneous and generous response might 

otherwise be easily smothered by the erroneous perception that a bequest 

can be made only after great legal botheration and expense.  

 

1.3.3  Contributions from Members   

 

Some Members who knew Gerald have expressed an interest in committing 

their memories to paper.  Others have been willing to write about recent 

performances.  Don’t forget, we are always happy to receive comments or 

observations and if you have any recollections of former days involving the 

Finzi family or even just remembering events with the Friends then we 

would love to hear from you    

 

1.3.4  An Appeal for financial support to set up the new website 

 

As already explained, we are embarking on 

an essential programme to reinvent our 

Website.  Whilst we have some considerable 

in-house expertise, there are establishment 

costs and we are appealing to our Members to 

offer any financial support to this venture they feel able to give.  We are 

constantly seeking to promote Finzi through all channels of communication 

with the aim of reaching a wider audience and hopefully increasing the 
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Membership.  Should you therefore endorse our aims and be able to 

support this endeavour we would be very grateful for any sum you may be 

able to offer.  

 

1.4 Tributes to Jim and Jennie 

 

There are two people that have given selfless and dedicated service to the 

Finzi Friends and without whom the Society would not be as stable or as 

progressive as it is.  Jim and Jennie have nurtured the Society from its 

infancy to an enviable maturity which has enabled those that follow to reap 

the benefits.  And now, most deservingly, they have decided to retire from 

the Committee and we offer them our grateful and heartfelt thanks and best 

wishes.  As well as a tribute from the Committee our President and a 

special Vice President add their tributes below. 

 

A Tribute from the Committee 

 

We cannot begin to describe the energy they have brought to all aspects of 

the Society’s accomplishments and all undertaken modestly behind the 

scenes but what an inspired influence! 

 

As founder members and officers they have been the backbone of the 

Friends, imaginative and dependable, and have steered us through, 

ensuring its survival through innovation and sheer dedication and hard 

graft. 

 

Jim modestly declined the Chairmanship, graciously allowing others to 

take the kudos but as Vice Chairman, showed sound leadership when 

needed in a quiet and encouraging style. 

 

Creative across a whole spectrum of cultural enterprises, for which they 

have both been honoured for their service to the community, much has 

been written about their contribution to society and their selflessness is 

without question and this is why the Friends have been privileged to have 

them shape and guide the Society into the forefront of our classical 

heritage.  We have been very fortunate and are grateful to them for their 

enthusiasm and leadership. 

 

Founders of the Ludlow English Song Weekend is a demonstration of their 

foresight and commitment and which is now thriving and remains an 
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essential Festival in the English Song calendar.  In addition, Jennie gave us 

additional reasons to enjoy English Song when she established and 

managed sixteen summer seasons of the Tardebigge concerts. 

 

Fortunately they have generously offered to continue using their skills to 

keep the wheels turning from a practical point of view, all again unnoticed 

and behind the scenes. 

 

They made an inspired team, they are going to be a hard act to follow and 

they are going to be missed but we offer them our most grateful thanks and 

hope, on their behalf, that we will not let them down as the future unfolds. 

 

Two other people who could not let this occasion pass without their own 

tribute are our President Iain Burnside and Vice President Roderick 

Williams and they are pleased to say: 

 

A Tribute from Iain Burnside 

 

I owe Jim and Jennie an immense debt of gratitude. They first brought me 

into the Finzi fold when I was but a fledgling pianist.  In identifying 

Ludlow as an ideal festival venue and then kindly inviting me to be Artistic 

Director at the Ludlow English Song Weekend they placed great trust in 

me, a trust for which I will always be grateful.  Their enthusiasm, 

commitment and energy has always been astonishing and the breadth of 

their achievement is extraordinary: look at the Housman Society, 

Beethoven String Quartets at Bromsgrove, the Tardebigge recital series. It 

all takes time, it all takes emotion.  

 

Above all I celebrate their championing of young composers and new 

work.  The litany of their commissions is long and varied and speaks for 

itself.  Both Jim and Jennie have kept that flame burning across their 

diverse interests, not from political correctness or expediency, but through 

wisdom and generosity.  They both understand that emerging artists need 

nurturing, whether composers or performers; and they know the value of a 

helping hand.  As a grateful past nurturee, I raise my glass to them both. 

Iain Burnside 

A Tribute from Roderick Williams 

 

It gives me tremendous pleasure to sing the praises of Jim and Jennie, who, 

for me at least, really put the ‘friends’ into Finzi Friends.  I became aware 
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of them first many years ago on the train home after a performance at the 

Wigmore Hall.  I spotted a couple of people down the carriage eyeing me 

curiously as I tucked into a couple of post-concert beers.  I thought they 

might be tutting at my public drinking habits but, as we all stood up to 

leave the train, they introduced themselves as members of the audience 

and, I soon realised, very knowledgeable ones at that.  Since that day they 

have given me nothing but friendship, support, guidance and stage 

platforms to indulge my love of English song.  Jim was especially kind in 

finding me rehearsal space mid-way between my home in Warwickshire 

and Susie Allan’s in Shropshire.  He was also wonderfully discreet when 

my memory played tricks on me during an old A E Housman recital 

programme; I’m sure, as a Housman specialist, he will have appreciated my 

free improvisations on these famous texts but he was too polite to mention 

it.  And I have always found his presence at the Ludlow song weekends 

and, indeed, any other concerts where I have spotted him in the audience, 

hugely reassuring. 

 

I’m so glad that I was fortunate enough to sing for Jennie at Tardebigge in 

her vital series of English song concerts but I am particularly honoured to 

have given the final concert, albeit a bittersweet occasion.  I still remember 

trying to hand her a bouquet at the end of the recital, an expression from all 

of us who love English song of how much we appreciated her efforts.  She 

did her best to duck the moment with her trademark modesty and 

unwillingness to take the limelight but I hope we were able to show her 

then, as now, how much she means to us. 

Roddy Williams 

 

 

 

 

Jennie and Jim 

actively promoting 

the Society with 

usual enthusiasm 
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2 Recent Events 
 

The Finzi Friends were involved in three significant events this year 

through either generous sponsorship or the Finzi day arranged by ourselves 

at Ashmansworth.  We give an account of two of those events here but will 

be asking you to wait in anticipation for the Ashmansworth account.  The 

talk given by Martin Lee-Browne at Ashmansworth on the Newbury String 

Players will be published in the forthcoming Journal and an account of the 

day’s other activities is being held until the Spring Newsletter, something 

for you to anticipate.  An overview of the AGM held there is, of course, 

given in Section 1 of this Newsletter. 

 

The two events reported here are the Ludlow English Song Weekend held 

in April and the Beverley New Paths Musical event which took place 

earlier in the same week. 

 

Notably, reports of these events have largely been brought to us by our own 

Finzi Friends Members who were inspired enough by these performances 

to write of their experiences and we are pleased to offer them to you.  We 

hope, therefore, that you too will be encouraged by their enthusiasm to be 

involved and write accounts of similar Finzi or related performances for us 

to publish in this Newsletter.  

 

Ian Carmalt from Canterbury writes an account of the Ludlow weekend and 

Christopher Seller from Leeds gives us his overview of the Finzi Day at the 

Beverley New Paths Music week. 

 

2.1 Ludlow English Song Weekend April 2018 

 

The English Song Weekend has particular significance to the Finzi Friends 

as it was originally conceived and formed by Jim and Jennie and while it 

has now been established under its own umbrella and is being offered 

annually, we are still supporting this weekend through sponsorship and 

through a significant number of the audience members being Finzi Friends.  

It continues to be attractive under the Directorship of our President Iain 

Burnside and there is always a packed eclectic programme offering terrific 

value for money. 

 

Ian Carmalt is a piano tutor and singing coach and as well as accompanying 

choirs and dance classes has been in demand by young soloists.  We were 
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lucky that Ian was able to come to our Song Weekend and with his musical 

experience, has very kindly written the following account of the weekend.   

 

“A plentiful band of English Song 

enthusiasts made their way to Shropshire on 

6
 
April 2018 for the latest Weekend Festival.  

This was the second edition to be organised 

by the recently formed company Ludlow 

Song, whose members are to be 

congratulated on having already turned a less 

frequent event into one that takes place 

annually.  I was especially pleased that their 

change of time of year (from May term time 

to April school holiday) enabled me to attend 

for the first time. 

 

No time was wasted in plunging us in (from 

3 pm on Friday onwards) to an eclectic mixture of workshops, a reception, 

meals, recitals, fora and a film, with few breaks until the proceedings ended 

at 6 pm on Sunday with the conclusion of Evensong. 

 

It was soon obvious, especially when the recitals got going, that festival 

director Iain Burnside’s tastes and programming ideas are even more 

eclectic than the range of events, and one felt that if some of one’s 

favourite composers were missing from the programme (as some of mine 

were), it was likely that the only reason for this was that they happened not 

to have set any Irish poetry (all things Irish being this year’s theme), and 

that if their works fit a future theme, their names will magically appear. 

 

As I got to know the many floors of the Assembly Rooms (at which the 

festival was based) and studied the festival programme, I became aware of 

a couple of serendipitous parallels between the programme and the art 

exhibition that was on display at the venue.  In the paintings, certain images 

(dogs, fish and other animals) kept recurring in a similar way to how the 

work of composers such as Ina Boyle (an evidently very talented student of 

Howells and Vaughan Williams, with a distinctive harmonic style), Seóirse 

Bodley and Hamilton Harty was performed or referred to in several events.  

There were also whimsical titles such as Hares and Graces, reflected in 

some of the choices of song titles as programme titles: the use of I went out 

to the Hazel Wood effectively dedicated that recital to Eric, the current 

Ian Carmalt 
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Secretary of the Finzi Friends, the organisation that started this festival; 

and The Blue Hills of Antrim conjured up images of Housman’s “blue 

remembered hills” and the Shropshire landscape in which the festival takes 

place. 

 

The proceedings began 

with a workshop in which 

Helen Grime worked with 

young composers Lara 

Agar, Daniel Soley and 

Alex Woolf on songs that 

they composed for the 

event.  Emerging Talent 

was the event title, and 

very promising too, 

Lara’s Dance, Curious Joy 

showing a striking instinct for constructing absorbing music from very little 

material, achieved in this case by a constantly shifting relationship between 

her melodic material and her three (with a fourth added towards the end) 

repeated chords.  In Sunday afternoon’s performance, two of the songs 

seemed to lack the momentum they had on Friday afternoon: this could be 

attributable to the performances rather than the compositions. 

 

After a chance to get to know one’s fellow festival goers at a reception and 

the first of four very fine buffet – of course, how else would two courses fit 

within an hour? - meals at Oscar’s (in time I got used to the fact that second 

helpings were likely to become available, potentially especially useful 

when one’s accommodation package required one to obtain breakfast on 

spec!), we moved to the parish church of St. Laurence for the first main 

event, a recital by Ailish Tynan and Iain Burnside, with violinist Michael 

Foyle giving Iain an occasional break from the piano.  This was all-round 

excellence, featuring far too many composers of different nationalities to 

mention (although I will single out Seóirse Bodley simply because he was 

present to hear his settings of Seamus Heaney), but of course always Irish 

poetry and/or music. 

  

As if this were not enough, we then retired to the Assembly Rooms to 

watch in the presence of some of the participants Michael House’s recent 

documentary about Louis Braille, showing what a brilliant gift to blind 

musicians is his system of music notation.   

Emerging Talent Composers 
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At the Finzi Friends 

Reception – Paul Ives, 

Geoffrey Allan Taylor and 

Prof. Anthony Pinching, 

Ludlow English Song 

Director 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Iain Burnside and Ailish 

Tynan after the Concert 

performance in St Laurence’s 

Church 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ailish deep in conversation.  

Wouldn’t we love to know what 

was being said? 
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Katy Hamilton was the energetic leader of three discussions by a well-

chosen, diverse range of panellists, who explored all sorts of angles of 

topics related to Irish poetry, its musical settings and their performance.  

Although I found these presented too much information to take in in 

addition to all the performances, I expect some more energetic festival 

goers benefitted greatly from what they heard. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

One should draw attention to the sheer range of the remaining events, 

which included a recital of chamber music including the weekend’s only 

voice free (and technically Ireland free) zone, although Bax’s Oboe Quintet 

is the work of a composer with a deep love of Ireland and its culture who 

lived there for a while.  This recital also featured a world premiere (Philip 

Hammond’s The Blackbird’s Poet, bringing us back to Ireland) and the 

Gildas Quartet, 

professionally honouring 

both this engagement and 

the opportunity to appear 

in the following week’s 

Wigmore Hall 

International String 

Quartet Competition. 

 

 

 

 

Katy Hamilton with John Gilhooly, Ailish Tynan, 

Martin Bussey and Aidan Thomson 
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A choral concert by a small group of fine young professionals, the Carice 

Singers directed by George Parris, gave us examples of another kind of 

word setting and included poetry and music from The Celtic North in 

general, not just Ireland but also Scandinavia. 

 

Saturday evening concluded with the most extraordinary compilation of 

words and music, featuring actress Sorcha Cusack alongside oboist 

Nicholas Daniel and singers Robin Tritschler and Gareth Brynmor John, all 

presided over at the piano by Iain Burnside, who concocted the whole 

thing.  This was the sort of event for which one imagines that if it were 

possible to lay out the Assembly Rooms auditorium in cabaret style, this 

would have been done – and the readings contained in all far more sheer 

wit than is found these days in the average TV comedy programme!  

 

 
Concert ready audience 
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Finzi Friends sponsored Saturday evening Concert 

 

Sunday morning brought the festival’s other education event, a masterclass 

in which Ann Murray worked with talented students, most of whom were 

also the performers in the composers’ workshop, from the Royal Welsh 

College of Music and Drama.  I am sure that Iain Burnside, indefatigable as 

he is, was pleased that Conal Bembridge-Sayers was on hand for these 

events, to share the task of getting the best possible results from the 

Assembly Rooms piano. 

 

 

 
Ann Murray, far right, gives a Masterclass with Conal Bembridge-Sayers 

on the piano; young artists Nicole Boardman, Huw Evans  

and William Stevens 
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Martin Bussey takes a bow for the premiere of his composition ‘1916’ 

performed in the final Concert 

 

A final recital, featuring among the many delights more music by Bodley 

and the second commissioned cycle, 1916 by Martin Bussey, and the 

aforementioned service of Evensong brought the weekend to a close. 

Let us all give a hearty vote of thanks to those who undertook the 

tremendous amount of hard work that obviously went into organising this 

event, and hope they get a little break from their labours.  I look forward to 

hearing what is planned for next year, and hope that 2018 does not turn out 

to be the only year in which I can attend such a splendid festival.” 

Ian Carmalt 

 

 

 

 

 

Artists and 

Guest at Lunch 
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2.2 New Paths Music Festival, Beverley 

 

We were pleased to give financial support to the recently formed ‘New 

Paths Music Festival’ which takes place in Beverley, Yorkshire in the 

spring and is a non-profit making venture.  This was only their third year 

but it is already becoming established as a prestigious festival and 

importantly, provides a platform for young artists and composers who are 

eager and dedicated to their profession, both elements in line with our 

funding criteria. 

 

Libby Burgess, who you may recall has featured at many of our Finzi 

events, is its Artistic Director. The town welcomed over thirty of the 

country’s leading classical musicians for a festival packed with over forty 

musical events, exploring particularly Scandinavian music and – paying 

homage to Beverley’s most famous festival of all – folk-inspired music. 

Over 4,000 people encountered world-class classical music during the 

festival. 

Reflecting on the enormous success of the community event, New Paths’ 
artistic director Libby Burgess said: 

“We had an absolute ball, and are thrilled at the reception New Paths has 

had from locals and visitors alike.  We believe passionately that music is 

for everyone and are so excited at the way we’ve been able to build up new 

audiences, as well as cherish existing music-lovers.  We’re very proud that 

local children made up a quarter of our audience and that 70% of our 

events were free.  I have no interest in dumbing down what music we offer 

– our programming is hugely eclectic, as quality speaks for itself whether 

to an expert or a total newbie – but at New Paths we are hugely interested 

in exploring new ways of presenting music, to show that it can be a part of 
life everywhere and for everyone.” 

The programme was replete with music by living composers, a number of 

whom visited Beverley especially.  Of the sixteen works by living 

composers performed in the festival, two were world premieres of pieces 

commissioned by the festival: Viking Voyage by Hollywood film composer 

David Buckley; and Two English Folk Songs by Diana Burrell.  Diana is 

celebrating her 70th birthday this year and the commission was funded by 
the Finzi Friends, who supported a day exploring Finzi’s music. 

With equal appreciation of good music and experience as a regular attender 

of live performances at Festivals, Finzi Friends Member Christopher Seller 
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who spent his early years in Beverley, returned there to experience the 

Finzi day and gives us his account of the occasion as follows: 

 

“Thursday 5 April 2018 was sponsored by Finzi Friends and naturally 

Finzi was featured in many of the concerts.  Libby Burgess ensured that 

Finzi Friends were promoted throughout and appropriate endorsements 

were publicised. 

  
11.am Toll Gavel Community Church 
We were warmly welcomed to the beautiful and spacious Toll Gavel 

Community Church by Libby Burgess, who paid special tribute to the Finzi 

Friends for their generous financial support of the Festival and dedicated 

the music of the day to the memory of Gerald Finzi. 

 
The Finzi Eclogue for piano and 

strings is often seen as a "fill up" 

to a recording programme and 

Finzi initially saw it as another 

movement to a piano concerto 

including in ‘the plan’ the Grand 

Fantasia and Toccata but he 

never got round to it.  [There’s 

going to be more on this 

interesting topic in the 2018 

Journal!] It was well suited to 

the kind, but generous acoustic 

of this beautiful Church and the 

hands of Libby and the warmth 

of the small, but effective string 

orchestra turned the piece into 

a mini-concerto which well 

justified the enthusiastic applause that followed  - but we failed to get an 

encore!   

 
I try to restrict my review to Finzi, but we were so impressed by the 

musicianly and virtuosic soprano of Caroline MacPhie in the ten minute 

solo opera that is Judith Weir's  King Harald’s Saga that I must comment.  

The soloist is unaccompanied, sings without a break save to announce the 

next scene and has to play eight different roles to tell the story of Norway's 

King Harald Hardrada's invasion of England and defeat at Stamford Bridge 

Libby Burgess 
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by England's King Harold in 1066 - and we all know what happened next 

to Harold! Caroline was magnificent giving a riveting performance of a 

piece most of us have not heard before - though it was premiered in 1979. 

We were privileged to hear Caroline again in the afternoon . 

  
2.00 p.m The East Riding Theatre 
This Concert was entitled "Larkin About" and the majority of the first half 

comprised Larkin readings (by Malcolm Tomlinson) and settings of Philip 

Larkin's poems sung by Caroline MacPhie and Carris Jones (mezzo 

soprano) which were most enjoyable, and a superb performance of Ravel's 

Violin Sonata No.2 by Eva Thorarinsdottir and (of course!)  Libby 

Burgess.  I only know Finzi's ten songs sequence "Earth Air and Rain" 

(poems by Thomas Hardy) through recordings, possibly like most of the 

audience, but to hear and see it performed live makes one realise what a 

stress it must put on both singer and accompanist.  I wonder if recordings 

are made on one "take".  I doubt it!  We (or the critics) demand such 

perfection.  The only break taken by Nicholas Merryweather was an 

occasional sip of water yet he performed the songs, with their wide mood 

swings, with perfection as did his accompanist (guess who) yes it was 

Libby Burgess playing brilliantly and sympathetically for each song on yet 

another Steinway Grand.  After the concert my wife and I found ourselves 

walking with Nicholas, he to his "digs", us to Beverley Minster.  He had 

never sung the Finzi songs before and had thoroughly enjoyed learning 

them and hoped to persuade his future audiences to share the pleasure.  I 

asked about the strain of the "mood swings" and he said he could cope with 

them.  Well he is only in his mid-thirties so has youth on his side! 

  
5.00 p.m. Evensong Beverley Minster 
Actually, we stopped off on the way for a large home made scone with 

cream and jam and a pot of tea at The Tea Cosy just outside 

The Minster.  On leaving we saw crowds entering so rushed in and 

managed to get bench seats next to the Choir Stalls.  By the time the 

Service started there were many spilling into the Nave.  The "Finzi Focus" 

was his Magnificat with a wonderful "Gloria" added "after Finzi" by David 

Bednall, sung for us by the Choir of Jesus College Cambridge who were 

beginning their residency at the Minster.  The experience of hearing young 

voices sing this magnificent work so close to us was awe inspiring.  Whilst 

the voices blended so well it was fascinating to hear the parts interweave.  

We were so close I could have turned conductor Richard Pinel's pages for 

him!  The Nunc Dimittis was also by Bednall.  The Responses were by 
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Philip Moore and the Choir also sang "Creator of the Stars of Night" by 

Diana Burrell. Afterwards we found we were walking with members of the 

Choir and were also enjoying supper with them at Carlucci's in Toll Gavel.  

They were all so young and I do hope they retain their love of singing.  It’s 

a hobby you can enjoy all your life! 

  
8.00 p.m. St Mary's Church 
Situated at the other end of Beverley centre, St Mary's is often mistaken by 

visitors for The Minster because of its size, but it is a Parish Church 200 

yards from Beverley Bar and opposite the Beverley Arms Hotel.  There we 

heard Carris Jones (mezzo soprano) sing two songs commissioned by The 

Finzi Friends.  She was accompanied by Simon Tandree (viola) and Libby 

Burgess (piano).  Both were well worth the mile long walk from the 

Minster and were well presented, played and sung.  No doubt they will be 

recorded.  The rest of the music comprised songs by Sibelius, Grieg and 

Grainger and were well sung played and presented by Katherine Broderick, 

soprano, Carris Jones, Eva Thorarinsdottir, viola, Cara Berridge ,cello and 

(of course) Libby Burgess!  Now I know she has youth on her side, but she 

continued to play brilliantly and smiled happily.  The final item was 

Schubert's Piano Trio No.2 in E Flat.  Now I am not a Schubert fan 

particularly, though I seem to have much of his music on discs, and this 

Trio does go on a bit, but Libby's affectionate and skillful piano playing 

was delightful.  I am sure the two string players did a fine job, but it is 

Libby's pianism which fascinated and beguiled us at every concert, and will 

be long remembered.” 

  
 

 

Christopher G Seller   
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3 Future Events 
 

We now have our sights set on 2019 and we already have plans for another 

Chosen Hill event following its success in 2017.  Whilst there are still some 

arrangements in the planning stage, sufficient actions have been taken to 

fix the date and book the venues and our plans to date are given below. 

 

In addition, it is our ambition to arrange a second Finzi Friends event later 

on in the year and we are exploring the possibility of giving Concerts and 

Masterclasses in London and Manchester in September 2019 to launch our 

online membership scheme.  The opportunity will be taken to promote 

Finzi and the new Website at this event. 

 

5– 7 April 2019 - Ludlow English Song Weekend 

 

This is the third year since its conversion to an annual event and we look 

forward to another themed but eclectic programme with a usual packed 

schedule from its musical Director Iain Burnside.  Youth is scheduled to be 

a highlight this year.  Please see the application included with this 

Newsletter where a little more detail can be found, and don’t forget the 

website for up-to-date information as it occurs 

www.ludlowenglishsongweekend.com. 

 

1 June 2019 - Chosen Hill  
 

Plans are beginning to take shape and it is our intention to commence the 

day at the top of the hill in St Bartholomew’s.  Once again we will gather at 

St Andrew’s in Churchdown for tea and coffee before transporting people 

to the top of the hill.  In St Bartholomew’s we will have our AGM followed 

by a themed talk, after which we hope there will be an opportunity to see 

once again the Sexton’s Cottage where Gerald and Joy would spend time 

during the Gloucester Three Choirs Festival. 

 

Lunch, which will be of a little more substance than last time, will then 

follow in St Andrew’s, a concert being arranged there for the afternoon. 

 

First thoughts are that we would like to include a substantial focus on 

Howells and his relationship with Finzi, consequently the concerts will 

contain some of his music as well.   
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4 Reviews 
 

Mary’s Hand – A new inter-active composition by Martin Bussey 

 

It must not be forgotten that Our Chairman, Martin, is a successful and 

established composer in his own right and we are privileged to have him 

directing our Society.  His most recent composition/production is an 

operatic work called Mary’s Hand. 

 

Mary’s Hand is a new 

music theatre work about 

the life and reign of Queen 

Mary I and it has recently 

been produced and 

performed by our own 

Committee Member, Clare 

McCaldin, who is the 

founder of McCaldin Arts.  

First performed at the Tete-

a-Tete festival in Holy 

Cross Church, London, 

Mary’s Hand has been described 

as 'A modest gem of a show' and ‘an outstanding take on the life of Mary I 

of England from an annual opera festival that bets heavily on new talent’. 

 

A synopsis of the setting is as follows:- 

 

Eclipsed by her younger half-sister, Elizabeth, Mary Tudor lies ‘in the 

shadow hand of Time’ – confused with Mary Queen of Scots, vilified as 

‘Bloody Mary’ or forgotten.  Hailed at her funeral as ‘a King’s daughter’ 

(first child of Henry VIII) and ‘King also’ (first Queen of England to rule 

in her own right) the hand that Fortune dealt her was a tricky one.  She lies 

beneath Elizabeth in Westminster Abbey, awaiting resurrection in the 

afterlife and in the popular imagination. 

 

It’s a little-known fact that Mary loved games of chance.  At the beginning 

of Mary’s Hand Mary invites the audience to help tell her story in a game 

of cards.  The cards (Court Cards – Royals only!) represent the key players 

in her life.  For the show to begin the audience must choose a card.  The 

choice of that and subsequent cards determines the order in which she will 

Clare McCaldin in production 
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sing her story and reflect upon influences and events: her father Henry 

VIII, her mother Catherine of Aragon, her Catholic faith, as well as the 

perceived causes of her troubles; her half-brother Edward, half-sister 

Elizabeth, the ever-stronger Protestant faith, and her desperate desire for a 

child. 

 

Above all, Mary was driven by the wish to be a good monarch and her deep 

conviction that she needed to restore England to the Church of Rome.  Her 

marriage to the Catholic Philip II of Spain promised to resolve many of 

these issues at a stroke, but Mary played her cards badly and paid a high 

public and personal price. 

 

With words by Di Sherlock and music by Martin Bussey, Mary’s Hand is 

performed by solo mezzo-soprano Clare McCaldin and is scored for cello, 

trumpet and oboe/cor anglais. 

 

Reviews for Mary’s Hand, Holy Cross Church, London August 2018 

 

Alexandra Coughlan from the Independent 

 

There’s a lucky dip quality to Tete a Tete – London’s annual opera 

festival made up exclusively of new works.  Plunge your hand into the 

2018 programme and you might come up with shows about Marie Stopes 

or Ruth Ellis, an “immersive sci-fi fashion presentation”, “techno tone 

poem” or a “cosmic dissemination opera” (your guess is as good as mine). 

There’s a fearlessness, a generosity to this mongrel upstart festival that 

refuses to limit itself, that bets heavily on new talent and asks its audience 

to do the same.  

 

But if you’re not the gambling type, one show that’s an absolutely safe bet 

is the outstanding Mary’s Hand.  This beautifully crafted, one-woman 

chamber opera by writer Di Sherlock and composer Martin Bussey invites 

the audience into the court and mind of Mary I – an English monarch who 

has been as poorly served by the opera house as she has by history. 

Heretic-burning and religious zealotry don’t make for an easy heroine, and 

Sherlock’s libretto confronts the contradictions and challenges of the queen 

head-on, giving us a woman by turns coquettish, vicious and brutally 

resilient.  Bussey’s music by contrast – scored, evocatively, for the unusual 

forces of trumpet, oboe/cor anglais and cello, and faultlessly played by 

Heidi Bennett, Clare Hoskins and Gabriella Swallow – softens Mary’s 

http://disherlock.com/writer/
http://martinbussey.co.uk/
http://www.claremccaldin.com/
https://www.independent.co.uk/topic/tete-a-tete
https://www.independent.co.uk/topic/Opera
https://www.independent.co.uk/topic/festival
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edges, setting her public persona (bright, brittle trumpet fanfares) against 

the yielding lyricism of her inner life (expansive cello writing).  

 

At the centre of it all, holding the stage with girlish, flickering fingers and a 

pitiless thrust of the chin is mezzo-soprano Clare McCaldin’s Mary. 

McCaldin is an outstanding singer and actress, catching and shaping the 

shifting moods of a show whose episodic, aleatoric structure mirrors the 

eddying political currents of this most uncertain period in English history. 

Elegant, thoughtful, current without being gimmicky, and immaculately 

presented, Mary’s Hand is a 70-minute rebuke to the UK’s major opera 

companies.  When you think of some of the baggy, ill-conceived and 

cynically presented dross they’ve given us in the name of new opera 

recently (and the money they’ve thrown at it), and compare it to this 

modest gem of a show, it’s enough to turn anyone to operatic zealotry and 

score-burning. 

 

Well-conceived operatic monodrama - Edward Bhesania from The Stage 

 

The Tete a Tete Opera Festival, running until August 18, thrives on the new 

and the experimental, so the 80-minute monodrama Mary’s Hand in a sense 

appears like an interloper.  Its conception is so fully conceived that it seems 

to have hatched fully formed. 

 

Mezzo-soprano Clare McCaldin plays Mary I, a marginalised historical 

figure, whose story is told via through the conceit of a hand of royal cards, 

reflecting the queen’s apparent real-life fondness for card games.  After 

introducing herself (as “the one you don’t like”), Mary then turns the cards 

to reveal her father Henry VIII, Catherine of Aragon, Anne Boleyn, 

Thomas Cranmer, Edward VI, and so on – her half-sister Elizabeth I is later 

introduced as “the one you love” – telling her story in terms of the cards 

that fate dealt her.  Chance plays its part in the present too, as the members 

of the audience are on occasion invited to choose the next card, and so the 

piece’s following episode.  

 

The scheme does tend to stifle a narrative arc and there’s a hint of turning 

through the chapters of a history book, but there’s enough variety in Martin 

Bussey’s music to carry it through.  The writing is linear, finely wrought 

and daringly spare – even considering there are only three players – 

drawing on ideas as diverse as Gregorian plainchant (heard in masses of 

Mary’s time) and pastoral song. 
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McCaldin convincingly brings the music, as well as Di Sherlock’s potent 

text, to life.  Her beautiful dress, recreated from a portrait of Mary by Hans 

Eworth, is practically a character in itself.  In a poignant directorial stroke, 

layers of the outfit are gradually peeled back – so that at the end Mary 

stands only in an undershift, having it seems defined herself independently 

of her office. 

 

Future performances of Mary’s Hand will take place on: 

 

19
th
 February 2019 - St Paul’s Church, 32a Wilton Pl, Knightsbridge, 

London SW1X 8SH 

 

27
th
 April 2019 - Music in Pinner, Pinner Parish Church, Church Lane, 

Pinner, Middlesex HA5 3AA 

 

And there are several others in the pipe line! 

 

STOP PRESS 

 

Some members will be interested to hear of this very exciting event in 2019 

also: 

 

Wednesday 3 April 2019, 7.30pm - the first full London performance of 

Parry’s Judith since the 19th century! 

 

Royal Festival Hall - London Mozart Players; William Vann (conductor); 

Eleanor Dennis (soprano); Kathryn Rudge (mezzo-soprano); Toby Spence 

(tenor); Henry Waddington (bass-baritone); Crouch End Festival Chorus 

 

https://www.southbankcentre.co.uk/whats-on/125753-parry-judith-2019 

 

 

 

Martin Bussey 

with the 

production 

team 

 

  

https://www.southbankcentre.co.uk/whats-on/125753-parry-judith-2019
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